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Match The Metal 
Draw a line from the object on the left to the word that matches it.

ALUMINUM

SILVER

GOLD

IRON

COPPER



METAL DETECTIVE
Circle the objects made out of METAL.



 Plastic Glass

 Paper Recycle

   

   

Read and MatchRead and Match

Cans

Tin Can

Cut and paste the picture to match each word



Aa
The Letter A

Circle  the objects that start with the letter "A"



Bb
The Letter B

Circle in the objects that start with the letter "B"



Cc
The Letter C

Circle in the objects that start with the letter "C"



Dd
The Letter D

Circle in the objects that start with the letter "D"



Ee
The Letter E

Circle in the objects that start with the letter "E"



Ff
The Letter F

Circle in the objects that start with the letter "F"



Rr
The Letter R

Circle in the objects that start with the letter "R"



Name Date

How Many Cans did you recycle this week?

The three things I I learned about recycling.

The best thing about today

Today I helped

MY DAILY       JOURNAL



I CAN HELP OUR EARTH!

I can help our earth by reducing:

I can help our earth by reusing:

I can help our earth by recycling:

The amount of water I use
I can reduce food waste

bags from the store, or
reuse bags I already have
jars

paper
metal
jars

EXAMPLE PAGE



I CAN HELP OUR EARTH!
What are some things that you can do to help the earth

stay healthy and clean?
Fill out the boxes below by completing each sentence:

I can help our earth by reducing:

I can help our earth by reusing:

I can help our earth by recycling:



I can reuse                      by:

I can recycle                       by:

I can reduce                    by:

I Can 
Reduce
Reuse
Recycle

Reduce: means using less of something.
Reuse: means to use something again, instead of throwing it in the garbage.
Recycle: means collecting items to be used again or turned into new materials.

Newspaper

Cans

water

Car pooling

Donating clothes

Glass jar

Look at the pictures and answer the questions below:

Bags

Straws



Earth Day Cloze Activity

2. I can ride my __________ in the park with my friends.

5. My family sorts cardboard, glass and plastic for the __________ bin.

6. If you turn off the ___________ when you brush your teeth, you save
gallons of water.

3. On Earth Day, we go out to the forest and __________ trees because
they help keep the air clean.

4. I ___________ nature, where I can hear the birds sing and feel the
wind in the trees.

7. There is a school club that visits the beach to pick up ___________.

8. When you ___________ instead of driving a car, it decreases air pollution
and helps you get active!

9. Taking a shorter shower saves ___________.

10. Planting and conserving ___________ make the air cleaner
because they give off oxygen and absorb pollutants. 

faucetrecycleEarth

bicycle

trash

walk watertrees love

plant

Complete the sentences using words from the word box.

1. ___________ Day started on April 22, 1970.Earth
bicycle

trees
water

faucet
recycle

plant

love

trash
walk

Educator Answer Key



Goals...

 Reduce Reduce

 Recycle Recycle

 Reuse   Reuse 



Unicorn Color by Number
Use the key at the bottom of the page to color the picture.

1. White      2. Blue   3. Yellow  
4. Black    5. Dark Blue

6. Grey 
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